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The Economics of War 2019-12-27 bad things occur and persist because of the presence of powerful beneficiaries in this provocative and illuminating book imad moosa

illustrates the economic motivations behind the last 100 years of international conflict citing the numerous powerful individual and corporate war profiteers that benefit from

war

How Much Money Did You Make on the War, Daddy? 2004 in how much money did you make on the war daddy arms trade expert and comedian william hartung offers an in

depth look at how the bush administration and its supporters profited from the conflict in iraq and the ongoing war against terrorism hartung examines how george w bush and

donald rumsfeld have presided over the biggest bonanza for weapons makers since ronald reagan s time in office and how continued international conflict is in the best

interest of many of the bush administrations main supporters he exposes where the money comes from how it gets spent who benefits from it and how the public are misled

on a regular basis both the us government and big business hartung also looks at how the american popular media have increasingly become agencies of government

propaganda and tools for building public support for aggressive action against foreign governments

The War Profiteers 1970 the puritans condemned war profiteering as a provoking evil george washington feared that it would ruin the revolution and franklin d roosevelt

promised many times that he would never permit the rise of another crop of war millionaires yet on every occasion that american soldiers and sailors served and sacrificed in

the field and on the sea other americans cheerfully enhanced their personal wealth by exploiting every opportunity that wartime circumstances presented in warhogs stuart d

brandes masterfully blends intellectual economic and military history into a fascinating discussion of a great moral question for generations of americans can some individuals

rightly profit during wartime while others sacrifice their lives to protect the nation drawing upon a wealth of manuscript sources newspapers contemporary periodicals

government reports and other relevant literature brandes traces how each generation in financing its wars has endeavored to assemble resources equitably to define the

ethical questions of economic mobilization and to manage economic sacrifice responsibly he defines profiteering to include such topics as price gouging quality degradation

trading with the enemy plunder and fraud in order to examine the different guises of war profits and the degree to which they have existed from one era to the next this far

reaching discussion moves beyond a linear narrative of the financial schemes that have shaped this nation s capacity to make war to an in depth analysis of american

thought and culture those scholars students and general readers interested in the interaction of legislative economic social and technological events with the military

establishment will find no other study that so thoroughly surveys the story of war profits in america

How Much are You Making on the War, Daddy? 2003 columnist paul krugman has described bush s melding of political hardball and economic favoritism as crony capitalism

while senator john mccain calls it war profiteering george w bush s approach to military spending is a higher priced version of what went on under the suharto regime in

indonesia when corporations connected to the military and the president s inner circle had the inside track on lucrative government contracts the military budget has increased

from 300 billion to more than 400 billion annually since george w bush took office the iraq invasion and occupation will cost at least another 200 billion over the next three to

five years u s policy is now based on what s good for chevron halliburton lockheed martin boeing and bechtel not what s good for the average citizen dick cheney s ties to

conglomerate halliburton are the tip of the iceberg since at least thirty two top officials in the bush administration served as executives or paid consultants to top weapons

contractors before joining the administration in george w bush s washington it has reached the point where you can t tell the generals from the arms lobbyists without a



scorecard this book provides that scorecard in a style designed to provoke action for change

To Prevent Profiteering in War 1935 war has always made people rich from high tech weaponry to construction and catering war is a commercial bonanza but as solomon

hughes shows in this wide ranging chronicle the many incarnations of the war on terror have dramatically extended the role of private enterprise bringing market forces and

market thinking to bear on areas of public policy that were once the sole preserve and responsibility of politicians and the state there will always be a private company willing

to pitch for this fabulously lucrative business whether supplying the additional soldiery which made the invasion of iraq seem possible or creating databases of people deemed

to be a threat to national security surveying the activities of private contractors in the provision of frontline mercenaries security services guarding key installations and vips

prisons and law enforcement media management and intelligence gathering at home and abroad hughes demonstrated that the private sector and its army of lobbyists and

salesmen are continuously lowering the practical and moral barriers to interventions of every kind from torture and imprisonment without trial to blanket surveillance of the

civilian population and to outright war meanwhile the state is evermore evasive when it comes to taking responsibility for the practices it authorizes via agreements drawn up

under a veil of commercial privacy and remains as inept as it has ever been at procuring efficiency and value for money from its contracts who is behind companies that reap

the dividend of the war on terror eagerly plugging the gap between what politicians would like to do and frequently claim they can and must do and what is actually possible

how close are they to our political decision makers do they actually deliver what they are contracted to deliver and at what moral and financial price hughes catalogs the

appalling record of private contractors doing our governments dirtiest work and asks how we can possibly justify delivering into commercial hands those area of public life

which above all others demand the very highest standards of scrupulousness and integrity

War Profiteering 1917 in this provocative and compelling examination of the deep politics of war carolyn nordstrom takes us from the immediacy of war zone survival through

the offices of power brokers to vast extra legal networks that fuel war and international profiteering she captures the human face of the front lines revealing both the visible

and the hidden realities of war in the twenty first century shadows of war is grounded in ethnographic research carried out at the epicenters of political violence on several

continents its pages are populated not only with the perpetrators and victims of war but also with the scoundrels silent heroes and average families who live their lives in the

midst of explosive violence war reconfigures our most basic notions of humanity nordstrom demonstrates this book of crucial importance at the present moment shows that

war is enmeshed in struggles over the very foundations of the sovereign state the crafting of economic empires both legal and illegal and innovative searches for peace

nordstrom describes the multi trillion dollar international financial networks that support warfare she traces the entangled routes by which illegal drugs precious gems weapons

basic food supplies and pharmaceuticals are moved by an international cast of businesspeople profiteers and black market operators shadows of war demonstrates how the

experiences of both the architects of war and of ordinary people are deleted from media accounts and replaced with stories about soldiers weapons and territory for the first

time this book retrieves from the shadows the faces of those whose stories seldom reach the light of international recognition

Warhogs 2021-12-14 why does the united states go to war a leading harper s commentator on u s foreign affairs searches for answers a withering exposé of runaway military

spending and the private economic interests funding the u s war machine for fans of rachel maddow and democracy now america has a long tradition of justifying war as the

defense of democracy the war on terror was waged to protect the west from the dangers of islamists the us soldiers stationed in over 800 locations across the world are



meant to be the righteous arbiters of justice against this background andrew cockburn brilliantly dissects the true intentions behind washington s martial appetites the

american war machine can only be understood in terms of the private passions and interests of those who control it principally a passionate interest in money thus as

cockburn witheringly reports washington expanded nato to satisfy an arms manufacturer s urgent financial requirements the us navy s pacific fleet deployments were for years

dictated by a corrupt contractor who bribed high ranking officers with cash and prostitutes senior marine commanders agreed to a troop surge in afghanistan in 2017 for

budgetary reasons based on years of wide ranging research cockburn lays bare the ugly reality of the largest military machine in history as profoundly squalid as it is

terrifyingly deadly

Prevention of Profiteering in Time of War 1937 recent years have seen a resurgence of interest among both philosophers legal scholars and military experts on the ethics of

war due in part due to post 9 11 events this resurgence is also due to a growing theoretical sophistication among scholars in this area recently there has been very influential

work published on the justificaton of killing in self defense and war and the topic of the ethics of war is now more important than ever as a discrete field the 28 commissioned

chapters in this handbook will present a comprehensive overview of the field as well as make significant and novel contributions and collectively they will set the terms of the

debate for the next decade lazar and frowe will invite the leading scholars in the field to write on topics that are new to them making the volume a compilation of fresh ideas

rather than a rehash of earlier work the volume will be dicided into five sections method history resort conduct and aftermath the contributors will be a mix of junior and senior

figures and will include well known scholars like michael walzer jeff mcmahan and david rodin

To Prevent Profiteering in War 1936 this book is concerned with the commercial exploitation of armed conflict it is about money war atrocities and economic actors about the

connections between them and about responsibility it aims to clarify the legal framework that defines these connections and gives rise to criminal or in some instances civil

responsibility referring both to mechanisms for international criminal justice such as the international criminal court and domestic systems it considers which economic actors

among individuals businesses governments and states should be held accountable and before which forum additionally it addresses the question of how to recover illegally

acquired profits and redirect them to benefit the victims of war the chapters shine a critical light on the options provided by a network of laws to ensure that the great

industrialists of our time who find economic opportunities in the war ravaged lives of others are unable to pursue those opportunities with impunity

TO PREVENT PROFITEERING IN WAR. 1936 war is a racket is a speech and a 1935 short book by smedley d butler a retired united states marine corps major general and two

time medal of honor recipient based on his career military experience butler frankly discusses how business interests commercially benefit including war profiteering from

warfare he had been appointed commanding officer of the gendarmerie during the united states occupation of haiti which lasted from 1915 to 1934

TO PREVENT PROFITEERING IN WAR. 1936 from the f 22 fighter jet and b 2 bomber to the stryker tank st clair the seymour hersh of environmental journalism josh frank

chronicles how the pentagon shells out billions to politically wired arms contractors for weapons that don t work for use against an enemy that no longer exists

Prevent Profiteering in War .... 1935 private military firms are making a killing they operate on all continents throughout the world commissioned by governments intelligence

agencies private industries warlords drug cartels and rebel groups to support their military and safety interests here in the u s as the massively expensive war in iraq shows

no signs of ending our forces grow more and more dependent on the assistance of military contractors beyond iraq engagements of mercenary firms in foreign countries are



multiplying whether to protect oil investments in the nigerian delta or for humanitarian reasons in darfur in this far reaching exposé rolf uesseler reveals how these mercenary

firms profit from conflict as they operate in a legal twilight zone the private nature of their work frequently makes them legally impermeable and financially profitable uesseler

details the many ways in which employment of for profit fighters compromises justice jeopardizes international peace and stability and manages to escape public scrutiny

explaining exactly what happens when military operations are shielded from democratic processes and when the concern for justice and security is overshadowed by the

desire for financial gain

How Much Are You Making on the War, Daddy? 2003-12-26 washington the army official who managed the pentagon s largest contract in iraq says he was ousted from his

job when he refused to approve paying more than 1 billion in questionable charges to kbr james risen new york times june 17 2008 this book by that very army official

provides an eye opening firsthand account of how the us government hands over your tax dollars to support contractors like kbr and halliburton rather than supporting the

troops this authoritative and well documented record of the logcap contract in iraq and afghanistan is at the same time a study of us participation in iraq and afghanistan as

well as the workings of government agencies and congress the first chapter sets the scene briefly narrating the author s work on behalf of us military efforts especially in iraq

subsequent chapters illustrate specific issues in contractor relations that resulted in unsafe conditions for the troops and blew millions of taxpayer dollars loyal and hard

working government officials and employees who tried to keep things on track were turned away and those who sought to rein in the free for all were sacked the author

reveals problems with kbr s provision of transportation electricity food and water other chapters are more analytic and evaluate army logistics congressional oversight and the

question of whether letting contracts for this kind of support is appropriate at all the kind of problems that concern military policy leaders defense analysts public policy

analysts and scholars in these areas as well as the citizens in whose name this is all done

To Prevent Profiteering in War 1935 war profiteering and other contractor crimes committed overseas hearing before the subcommittee on crime terrorism and homeland

security of the committee on the judiciary house of representatives one hundred tenth congress first session june 19 2007

Prevent Profiteering in War ... 1935 combating war profiteering are we doing enough to investigate and prosecute contracting fraud and abuse in iraq hearing before the

committee on the judiciary united states senate one hundred tenth congress first session march 20 2007

To Prevent Profiteering in Time of War 1937 this study of the german community of early twentieth century buenos aires is a major contribution to the literature on argentine

history and on the new world immigrant experience beginning with the first wave of immigration in the late nineteenth century and continuing to the outbreak of world war ii

ronald c newton reconstructs the growth development and influence of a powerful foreign population in what was then the largest city in south america in the three decades

before world war i argentina became a major food producing and exporting country through the port of buenos aires was funneled the bulk of the pampas foodstuff and fiber

in one direction and europe s capital technology and surplus labor in the other the german speakers made up one of the smaller western european communities within the

argentine metropolis but their cultural and economic influence was far out of proportion to their numbers based in a large and occupationally diverse middle class the german

community was represented at all social levels newton analyzes the experience of this well demarcated group during a period of rapid demographic growth and increasing

pressure to assimilate he constructs working hypotheses that may be applied and refined in further investigations the book draws substantially on materials from within the



buenos aires german community newspapers memoirs the records of associations and welfare agencies to reconstruct its intense daily life the author highlights for instance

the sharp economic reversals german speaking residents suffered during world war i and shows how their fortunes declined further after continued germanic immigration in

the 1920s especially significant is his finding that the german community which until 1914 had seemed impervious to the currents of argentine nationalism became susceptible

to assimilation into argentine society in concluding chapters newton demonstrates the way the german economic elite came to terms with the nazis for opportunistic reasons

thus the volume also serves as an introduction to the question of nazism s diffusion in argentina
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